
 Weekly content

 Have you checked that the resources
are available at the SOAS and
University of London libraries?  No, but I've tried to use accessible journal articles and publically-available internet documents throughout

 If you are making changes to the weekly content you should put the whole new text you would like to appear into the cell

 Week 1 
 Name of week  Introduction to the Course: What is disarmament? And how will we study it?

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 International reductions and elimination of different weapons systems are subject to an overlapping set of multilateral treaties, which have made a range
contributions to achieving global irreversible disarmament. This week's essential reading overviews the main aspects of the current system of international
disarmament treaties, and identifies possible next steps necessary to maintain and extend this system. The desirable readings give more detailed accounts
of contemporary international disarmament treaties and outline a range of analytical and political approaches to understanding and engaging with these. This
material gives a foundation which will contextualise the specific issues covered in later weeks.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  What is disarmament? How is it different, and how is it similar, to non-proliferation and arms control?
 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

António Guterres (2018), 'Part 1: The Need for a New Disarmament Agenda: Why we need disarmament in the 21st Century', Securing Our Common Future,
UN ODA, pp 3-12, available at https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/more/securing-our-common-future/

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Melissa Gillis (2017), Disarmament: A Basic Guide, Fourth Edition, UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, available at
https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/basic-guide/disarmament-a-basic-guide-fourth-edition-2017/; 2. Dan Plesch, Kevin Miletic and Tariq Rauf (2017),
'Introduction', Dan Plesch, Kevin Miletic and Tariq Rauf (eds), Reintroducing Disarmament and Cooperative Security to the Toolbox of 21st Century Leaders,
Stockholm: SIPRI, pp 1-3, available at https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/Reintroducing-Disarmament-and-Cooperative-Security.pdf; 3. Boutros
Boutros-Ghali (1992), An Agenda for Peace, available at https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1177/004711789201100302; 4. Thomas C Schelling (1995),
'Chapter 7: The Dialogue of Competitive Armament', Arms and Influence, Yale University Press, pp 260-286. DOES SOAS HAVE THE EBOOK? 5. SIPRI
website and publications, available at https://sipri.org/ [1]

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What are the main international treaties regulating international disarmament?

 Week 2
 Name of week  Global Nuclear Disarmament

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 Nuclear disarmament is the subject of two major multilateral treaties. Article VI of the nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty commits states parties 'to pursue
negotiations in good faith on … nuclear disarmament'; however, there are perceptions that states parties have not adequately fulfilled this. The 2017 Treaty on
the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons includes an outright ban on nuclear weapons, although none of the world's nuclear weapons states have joined the treaty,
and its compliance provisions are regarded as insufficient. Meanwhile, actual reductions in nuclear arsenals have occurred outside these multilateral
frameworks, and include bilateral US-USSR/Russia initiatives, and the UK's unilateral reductions.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  What are the different components of the global anti-nuclear weapons regime? Which are the most effective, and why?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Brad Roberts (2019), 'On Creating the Conditions for Nuclear Disarmament: Past Lessons, Future Prospects', The Washington Quarterly, 42:2, pp 7-30,
available at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/0163660X.2019.1621650?journalCode=rwaq20;
Waheguru Pal Singh Sidhu (2018), 'Weapons of mass destruction', in Thomas G Weiss and Rorden Wilkinson (eds), International Organization and Global
Governance, 2nd ed, London and New York: Routledge eBook

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Thomas E Doyle II (2015), 'Moral and Political Necessities for Nuclear Disarmament: An Applied Ethical Analysis', Strategic Studies Quarterly, 9:2, pp
19-42; 2. William Walker (2014), 'International Affairs and "the nuclear age", 1946-2013', International Affairs, 90:1, pp 107-123; 3; Kjolv Egeland (2019),
'Oslo's "new Track", Norwegian Nuclear Disarmament Diplomacy, 2005-2013', Journal for Peace and Nuclear Disarmament, available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/pdf/10.1080/25751654.2019.1671145?needAccess=true; 4. Michael MccGwire (1994), 'Is there a future for nuclear
weapons?', International Affairs, 70:2, pp 211-228, 5. Adam Scheinman (2019), 'No, it is not time to ditch the NPT', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
available at https://thebulletin.org/2019/10/no-it-is-not-time-to-ditch-the-npt/; 6. Joelien Pretorius and Tom Sauer (2019), 'Is it time to ditch the NPT?', Bulletin
of the Atomic Scientists, available at https://thebulletin.org/2019/09/is-it-time-to-ditch-the-npt/; 7. Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons,
https://www.un.org/en/conf/npt/2005/npttreaty.html; 8. Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons, https://undocs.org/A/CONF.229/2017/8

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  How many nuclear weapons did the USA and the USSR have during the Cold War? How many do Russia and the USA have now?

 Week 3
 Name of week  Chemical and Biological Disarmament

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 Chemical and biological weapons are outlawed by international law, most significantly in the 1993 Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) and the 1972
Biological Weapons Convention (BWC). Both treaties have faced a number of challenges: for the CWC, these include alleged uses of chemical weapons
(including in Syria), and difficulties in invoking the treaty’s mandated measures for dealing with compliance concerns; meanwhile, the BWC has faced
criticisms over a perceived lack of enforcement and verification provisions. Both treaties have responded creatively to their challenges, and continue to be
important within systems of global governance.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  How has the CWC responded to the use of chemical weapons in Syria?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Geoffrey Chapman, Hassan Elbahtimy and Susan Martin (2018), 'The Future of Chemical Weapons: Implications from the Syrian Civil War', Security Studies,
27:4, pp 704-733, available at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/09636412.2018.1483640; Amanda Moodie (2015), 'In Good Health? The Biological
Weapons Convention and the "Medicalization" of Security', The Nonproliferation Review, 22:1, pp 71-82, available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10736700.2015.1070047

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Jean Pascal Zanders (2013), 'Chemical Weapon Use in Syria?', Issue Alert, 4(2013), European Union Institute for Security Studies, available at
https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/Alert_Syria_JPZ.pdf; 2. Graham Pearson (2016), 'Time for structural changes to make the Biological
and Toxin Weapons Convention more effective', Global Security: Health, Science and Policy, 1(2016), available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/23779497.2016.1213135; 3. Caitriona McLeish (2017), 'Recasting the Threat of Chemical Terrorism in the EU:
the Issue of Returnees from teh Syrian Conflict', European Journal of Risk Regulation, 8, pp 643-657, available at
http://sro.sussex.ac.uk/id/eprint/69040/4/recasting_the_threat_of_chemical_terrorism_in_the_eu_the_issue_of_returnees_from_the_syrian_conflict.pdf; 4.
Gegory D Koblentz (2014), 'Beyond Technology: The Social Dimension of the Biological Weapon Threat', The Nonproliferation Review, 21:1; 5. UN ODA
(n.d.), 'Biological Weapons', https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/bio/; 6. OPCW (n.d.), 'Chemical Weapons Convention',
https://www.opcw.org/chemical-weapons-convention

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What are chemical weapons? What are biological weapons? Is there any overlap?

 Week 4
 Name of week  Conventional Disarmament



 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 The category of 'Conventional weapons' spans a wide range of technologies, from small arms, artillery and armoured military vehicles and large weapons.
These weapons are responsible for more actual deaths than any other; their proliferation continues to grow while international attempts to address the
problem face numerous obstacles. While several international treaties directly address conventional weapons, in most cases these do not seek irreversible
disarmament. Instead, regulations have tended to focus on regularising trade in arms either through transparency measures or restricting the trade to
particular countries.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  Why hasn't there been more progress in reducing numbers of conventional weapons in the world?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

António Guterres (2018), 'Part III: Disarmament that Saves Lives', Securing Our Common Future, UN ODA, pp 33-46, available at
https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/more/securing-our-common-future/; Mandy Turner (2006), Costs of Disarmament: Cost Benefit Analysis of
SALW Destruction versus Storage, UNIDIR/2006/14, available at
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/research/disarmament/dualuse/pdf-archive-att/pdfs/un-cost-of-disarmament-cost-benefit-analysis-of-small-arms-and-light

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Anna Stavrianakis (2010), Taking aim and the arms trade: NGOs, global civil society and the world military order, eBook and print; 2. Paul Meyer (2016),
'Hard and soft linkages between nuclear and conventional disarmament',  Rethinking General and Complete Disarmament in the Twenty-First  Century, UN
Office for Disarmament Affairs Occasional Paper, 28, available at https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/occasionalpapers/no-28/; 3. 'Developing a
strategy on conventional arms', SCRAP Project, available at https://www.scrapweapons.com/developing-a-strategy-on-conventional-arms/ ; 4. Neil Cooper
(2007), 'What's the point of arms transfer controls?', Contemporary Security Policy, 27:1, pp 118-137, available at
https://www-tandfonline-com.bris.idm.oclc.org/doi/full/10.1080/13523260600603188; 5. Dominic Tierney (2005), 'Irrelevant or Malevolent? UN Arms Embargoes
in Civil Wars', Review of International Studies, 31:4, pp 645-664, 6. Laurence Lustgarten (2015), 'The Arms Trade Treaty: Achievements, Failings, Future',
International and Comparative Law Quarterly, 64:3, pp 569-600, available at
https://www-cambridge-org.bris.idm.oclc.org/core/journals/international-and-comparative-law-quarterly/article/arms-trade-treaty-achievements-failings-future/620
7. UN Office for Disarmament Affairs (2017); 7. Katherine Aguirre and Robert Muggah, Building the Bridge: Commentary on Arms Control to Reduce Violence,
Prevent Conflict and Advance Sustainable Development, UNIDIR and Instituto Agarape, availalbe at https://www.unidir.org/publication/building-bridge

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  Which countries are the world's five biggest arms exporters and importers? Do they contribute to disarmament? 

 Week 5
 Name of week  Dealing with New Threats / Cyber Security

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 The rapid development and diffusion of information and communication technologies has revolutionised civilian life and military capabilities, and has also
brought novel and overlapping risks, from threats to daily life (e.g. cybercrime), to the risks of external actors hacking states' key civilian and military
capabilities. There is recognition of the need for international regulation to minimise and mitigate these risks, and some signs of the emergence of a
coordinated international strategy, including the UNGA appointment of a sixth Group of Government Experts in 2019, and an Open-Ended Working Group in
2018, both dedicated to thinking about this issue area. 

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  Is it possible to establish robust international regulations for yet-to-be developed technologies?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Paul Meyer (2017), 'Cooperative Measures for International Cybersecurity', Dan Plesch, Kevin Miletic and Tariq Rauf (eds), Reintroducing Disarmament and
Cooperative Security to the Toolbox of 21st Century Leaders, Stockholm: SIPRI, pp 25-29, available at
https://www.sipri.org/sites/default/files/Reintroducing-Disarmament-and-Cooperative-Security.pdf; Moritz Weiss and Vytautas Jankauskas (2018), 'Securing
cyberspace: How states design governance arrangements', Governance, 32:2, pp 259-275, available at
https://onlinelibrary-wiley-com.bris.idm.oclc.org/doi/full/10.1111/gove.12368?sid=worldcat.org

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. António Guterres (2018), 'Part IV: Disarmament for Future Generations', Securing Our Common Future, UN ODA, pp 33-46, available at
https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/more/securing-our-common-future/; 2. Beyza Unal and Patricia Lewis, 'Cybersecurity of Nuclear Weapons
Systems: Threats, Vulnerabilties and Consequences', Chatham House Research Paper, January 2018, available at
https://www.chathamhouse.org/sites/default/files/publications/research/2018-01-11-cybersecurity-nuclear-weapons-unal-lewis-final.pdf; 3. Myriam Dunn
Cavelty (2014), 'Breaking the Cyber-Security Dilemma: Aligning Security Needs and Removing Vulnerabilities', Science and Engineering Ethics, 20:3, pp
701-715, available at https://link-springer-com.bris.idm.oclc.org/article/10.1007%2Fs11948-014-9551-y; 4.  Mette Eilstrup-Sangiovanni (2018), 'Why the World
Needs an International Cyberwar Convention', Philosophy and Technology, 31:3, pp 379-407; 5. Matthijs M Maas (2019), 'How Viable is international arms
control for military artificial intelligence? Three lessons from nuclear weapons', Contemporary Security Policy, 40:3, pp 285-311, available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/13523260.2019.1576464?utm_campaign=JOB08218&utm_medium=cms&utm_source=CPB&journalCode=fcsp20
6. UNIDIR (2019), 'Summary Report', Cyber Stability Conference: Strengthening Global Engagement, available at
https://www.unidir.org/sites/default/files/conferences/pdfs/cyber-stability-conference-2019-summary-report-eng-0-849.pdf ; 7. Ted Talks on Cybersecurity -
https://www.springboard.com/blog/12-must-watch-cybersecurity-ted-talks/; 

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What are the top 10 cyber-risks?

 Week 6
 Name of week  Traditional theoretical underpinnings

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 The next three weeks examine perceptions of the role/s disarmament within world politics. This week starts with traditional theories of international relations
and security studies, which view security as the ability of states to defend themselves through military capability. Such conceptual frameworks identify a
'security dilemma' (by building military strength, a state can make others feel less secure, thereby encouraging proliferation and destabilising security).
Disarmament can be valued as one way to address this dilemma; effective disarmament can reduce tensions and enhance collective security. Conversely, the
possibilities of progressing disarmament are linked to contemporary geopolitics, including shifts in world order. 

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  How do traditional IR perspectives understand disarmament and its role/s in contemporary security?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Melissa Gillis (2017), 'Part 1: Why Is Disarmament Important', Disarmament: A Basic Guide, Fourth Edition, UN Office for Disarmament Affairs, pp 7-9,
available at https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/basic-guide/disarmament-a-basic-guide-fourth-edition-2017/; Dan Plesch and Kevin Miletic (2016),
'General and Complete Disarmament: The Way Forward', Rethinking General and Complete Disarmament in the Twenty-First  Century, UN Office for
Disarmament Affairs Occasional Paper no 28 (October 2016), available at https://www.un.org/disarmament/publications/occasionalpapers/no-28/

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Joachim Krause (2007), 'Enlightenment and Nuclear Order', International Affairs, 83:3, pp 483-499, available at
https://www.jstor.org/stable/4541754?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents; 2. G. John Ikenberry (2018), 'The end of liberal international order?', International
Affairs, 94:1, pp 7-23, available at https://academic-oup-com.bris.idm.oclc.org/ia/article/94/1/7/4762691; 3. Malcolm Chalmers (2019), 'Which Rules? Why
There is No Single "Rules Based-International System', RUSI Occasional Papers, available at
https://rusi.org/occasional-papers/Which-Rules-Why-There-Is-No-Single-Rules-Based-International-System; 4. Barry Buzan and Lene Hansen (2009), The
evolution of international security studies, eBook; 5. Jamie Levin and Dan Miodownik (2016), 'The Imperative to Explore the Impact of Disarmament on
Peacemaking Efforts and Conflict Recurrence', Peace Economics, Peace Science and Public Policy, 22:4; 6. Keith B Payne (2019), 'Realism, Idealism,
Deterrence, and Disarmament', Strategic Studies Quarterly, 13:3, pp 7-37

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What is the 'security dilemma' in traditional theories of International Relations?

 Week 7
 Name of week  Critical Theories of Disarmament (1)



 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 Decolonial and feminist analyses of disarmament identify exploitative assumptions and practice within global disarmament systems, in order to improve their
overall effectiveness. There are several different approaches. Some research assesses the ways in which international disarmament regimes are constructed,
noting that negotiations that include wide representation of participants – e.g. by providing a balance of gender and ethnicity in their delegations – are more
likely to lead to effective and robust international decision making. Other analysis explores the exploitation embedded in different systems, e.g. in the ways in
which treaties can stipulate different commitments on member states, following wider patterns of exploitation.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  How can decolonial and feminist perspectives contribute to better understanding and practices of disarmament?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

 Shampa Biswas (2016), 'Finger on the Nuclear Button: Gender, Responsibility and Nuclear Custodianship', E-International Relations, available at
https://www.e-ir.info/2016/08/24/finger-on-the-nuclear-button-gender-responsibility-and-nuclear-custodianship/, and Renata Hessmann Dalaqua, Kjølv Egeland
and Torbjørn Graff Hugo (2019), Still Behind the Curve; Gender Balance in Arms Control, Non-Proliferation and Disarmament Diplomacy, UNIDIR, available at
https://www.unidir.org/files/publications/pdfs/still-behind-the-curve-en-770.pdf

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Abdul Samad Minty (2017), 'Asymmetric Disarmament Duties, Obligations and Efforts', Ch 3, Plesch et al (eds), Reintroducing Disarmament and
Cooperative Security to the Toolbox of 21st Century Leaders, SIPRI; 2. Adil Sultan (2018), 'Pakistan and India's Approaches Toward Arms Control and
Disarmament', Universlizing Nuclear Nonproliferation Norms: A Regional Framework for the South Asian Nuclear Weapon States, Springer, available at
https://link.springer.com/book/10.1007/978-3-030-01334-9; 3. Dan Plesch (2016), 'The South and Disarmament at the UN', Third World Quarterly, 37:7, pp
1203-1218, available at https://www.soas.ac.uk/staff/staff31644.php; 4. Ray Acheson (2012), 'Merging Disarmament and Development Priorities', Civil Society
and Disarmament 2012, pp 3-12, available at https://read.un-ilibrary.org/disarmament/civil-society-and-disarmament-2012_01335a83-en#page4; 5. Elizabeth
Minor (2017), 'Missing Voices: The Continuing Underrepresentation of Women in Multilateral Forums on Weapons and Disarmament', Arms Control Today,
47:10, pp 12-17, available at https://www.jstor.org/stable/90016017?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents; 6. P Medie and A Kang (2018), 'Power, knowledge, and
the politics of gender in teh global south', European Journal of Politics and Gender, 1, pp 37-54

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  Why is it important to consider diversity in disarmament?

 Week 8
 Name of week  Critical Theories of Disarmament (2)

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 Theoretical accounts of international regimes recognise the importance of norms in coordinating behaviours to achieve policy outcomes. There is empirical
evidence that effective international disarmament accommodates normative elements, including 'taboos' against weapons of mass destruction. Most recently,
there has been a move to frame disarmament in terms of humanitarian concerns. Contrasting with a previous emphasis on disarmament's possible
contributions to state security, the 'humanitarian turn' has been used by advocates and policy entrepreneurs to emphasise the impact of armaments on
individuals and social groups, and to devise disarmament solutions that can mitigate against these potential impacts.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  To what extent does a focus on humanitarian aspects of disarmament differ from previous approaches? 

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Nina Tannenwald (2018), 'How Strong is the Nuclear Taboo Today?',  Washington Quarterly, 41:3; Denise Garcia (2015), 'Humanitarian security regimes',
International Affairs, 91:2, pp 55-75, available at
https://scholar.google.com/scholar_lookup?title=Humanitarian+security+regimes&publication+year=2015&author=Garcia+Denise&journal=International+Affairs

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Denise Garcia (2015), 'Humanitarian security regimes', International Affairs, 91:1, pp 55-75; 2. Lawrence Freedman (2013), 'Disarmament and Other
Nuclear Norms', The Washington Quarterly, 36:2, pp 93-108, available at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/0163660X.2013.791085; 3. Columba
Peoples and Nick Vaughan-Williams (2015), Critical Security Studies: an introduction, 2nd ed, London and New York: Routledge eBook £170.32, 4. John
Borrie and Vanessa Martin Randin (eds) (2006), Disarmament as Humanitarian Action: From Perspective to Practice, Geneva: UNIDIR eBook £38.47; 5. Nick
Ritchie (2019), 'Inventing nuclear disarmament', Critical Studies on Security, 7:1, pp 73-77, available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/21624887.2018.1468083; 6. Richard Hanania, 'Explaining the Development of International Norms: The
Humanitarian Turn at the United Nations Security Council', SSRN, available at https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3199611; 7. Nick Ritchie
and Kjolv Egeland (2018), 'The diplomacy of resistance: power, hegemony and nuclear disarmament', Global Change, Peace & Security, 30:2, pp 121-141,
available at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/14781158.2018.1467393; 8. Jonathan L Black-Branch and Dieter Fleck (2018), 'The Significance of
the Human Impact for Nuclear Safety and Nuclear Disarmament', Nuclear Non-Proliferation in International Law, IV, pp 1-15, available at
https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-94-6265-267-5_1

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What is the international norm against nuclear weapons?

 Week 9
 Name of week  The Problem - Drivers of Weapons Developments and Acquisitions

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 Global disarmament aims to reduce or eliminate the risks associated with the presence of armaments; conversely, weapons acquisitions across the world
represent ways that perceptions of danger drive world politics. There are several reasons that state and non-state actors might acquire armaments, e.g. a
belief that it will enhance their security and / or status within the global order, or that they are caught up in an 'arms race' with rivals. At the same time, some
global actors make a range of weaponry readily available, reasons for this include e.g. the profit motive, interference in regional conflicts, supporting allies. 

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  What are the biggest drivers of the arms trade?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Scott D Sagan (2996-7), 'Why Do States Build Nuclear Weapons?: Three Models in Search of a Bomb', International Security, 21:3, pp 54-86; Alexander
Wendt and Michael Barnett (1993), 'Dependent state formation and Third World Militarization', Review of International Studies, 19, pp 321-347, available at
https://www.jstor.org/stable/20097345?seq=1#page_scan_tab_contents

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Gernot Kohler (1977), 'Structural-Dynamic Arms Control', Journal of Peace Research, 4:XIV, pp 315-326; 2. Anna Strvrianakis (2006), 'Call to Arms: The
University as a Site of Militarised Capitalism and a Site of Struggle', Millennium: Journal of International Studies, 35:1, pp 139-154, available at
https://journals-sagepub-com.bris.idm.oclc.org/doi/10.1177/03058298060350011201; 3. SIPRI Arms Transfers Database; 4. Campaign Against the Arms
Trade (2005), Who Calls the Shots?: How government-corporate collusion drives arms exports, available at
https://www.caat.org.uk/resources/publications/government/who-calls-the-shots-0205.pdf; 5: Emma Mayhew (2005), 'A Dead Giveaway: A critical Analysis of
New Labour's Rationales for Supporting Military Exports', Contemporary Security Policy,  26:1, pp 62-83; 6. Andrew Kydd (2000), 'Arms Races and Arms
Control: Modelling the Hawk Perspective', American Journal of Political Science, 44:2, pp 228-244; 7. John Pilger (documentary), Flying the Flag, available at
http://johnpilger.com/videos/flying-the-flag-arming-the-world [2]

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  Which are the world's top ten arms exporters and arms importers?

 Week 10
 Name of week  Possible Solutions - Political and Technical Aspects of Disarmament

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 International disarmament treaties are relatively new fixtures within systems of global governance. Their history shows that effective disarmament incorporates
robust political and technical elements. Politically, understanding has developed about the importance of trust within negotiations to achieve disarmament
solutions. Technical contributions include developing practical verification systems through which treaty member states can build confidence in each other's
compliance, and rigorous understandings of the technologies to be eliminated, including e.g. regulating the resources needed in different weapons systems.
Bridging these two aspects, disarmament diplomacy is recognised as a discrete entity embodying a range of political and technical skills and
understandings.



 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  What political and technical factors can contribute to progress in disarmament? Which are most important? Why?
 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

 Nancy W Gallagher (2015), ‘Re-thinking the Unthinkable: Arms Control in the Twenty-First Century’, Nonproliferation Review, 22:3-4, pp 469-498 online;
William Potter and Allan Krass (1987), 'Verification: How Much is Enough?', The American Political Science Review, 81:3 online

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Lawrence Freedman (2009), 'A New Theory for Nuclear Disarmament', Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, 65:4, pp 14-30; 2. Nicholas J Wheeler (2013),
'Investigating diplomatic transformations', International Affairs, 89:2, pp 477-496, available at https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/1468-2346.12028;
3. Harold A Feiveson, Alexander Glaser, Zia Mian and Frank Von Hippel (2014), Unmaking the bomb: a fissile material approach to nuclear disarmament and
nonproliferation, MIT Press Scholarship eBook; 4. Jonathan Forman (2016), 'The influence of science in chemical disarmament', TEDx talk available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0h39P8EKDDE; 5. Vally Koubi (1994), 'Disarmament: A theoretical analysis', International Interactions: Empirical and
Theoretical Research in International Relations, 19:4, pp 263-281, available at https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/03050629408434831?src=recsys;
6. VERTIC Verification and Monitoring Programme (2015), 'Exploring Multilateral Verification of Nuclear Disarmament: Scenarios, Modelling and Simulations',
Verification Research Report 12, available at http://www.vertic.org/media/assets/IGO_Project/VM12.pdf; 7. Acronym Institute for Disarmament Diplomacy
website, http://acronym.org.uk/publications/articles/?sf_paged=2; 8. Willianm C Potter (2017), 'Disarmament Diplomacy and the Nuclear Ban Treaty',
Survival, 59:4

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What is 'verification' in the context of international disarmament measures?

 Week 11
 Name of week  Disarmament in Practice: Two examples

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 Current attempts to progress disarmament are hampered by belief that it is technically impossible. These two case studies challenge this. In 1991, UN
Resolution 687 stipulated that Iraq eliminate its weapons of mass destruction and long range missiles, and that it do so under intrusive international
verification arrangements. These efforts were overseen by three international agencies (UNSCOM, the IAEA and UNMOVIC); their work demonstrates that,
though difficult, verified disarmament is technically possible. Drawing on this and other successful initiatives, the SOAS draft SCRAP Treaty collects relevant
international expertise, and provides an outline of disarmament possibilities for current and future decision makers.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  Did the verified disarmament of Iraq work? How? How can non-governmental proposals for future disarmament contribute to effective international policy making?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Rolf Ekeus (2016), 'The Lessons of UNSCOM and Iraq', The Nonproliferation Review, 23:1-2, pp 131-146, available at
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1080/10736700.2016.1186875; 'Explanatory Memorandum', The SCRAP
Treaty,https://www.scrapweapons.com/explanatory-memorandum/ 

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

1. Gregory Koblentz (2016),’Saddam vs the inspectors: the impact of regime security on the verification of Iraq's WMD disarmament', Journal of Strategic
Studies, 41:3, pp 372-409; 2. Trevor Findlay (2004), ‘Chapter 4, The lessons of UNSCOM and UNMOVIC’, in VERTIC Yearbook  2004, pp 65-83; 3. Charles A
Duelfer and Stephen Benedict Dyson (2011), 'Chronic Misperception and International Conflict: The US-Iraq Experience', International Security, 36:1, pp
73-100; 4. Jessica Tuchman Mathews (2004), 'Weapons of Mass Destruction and the United Nations', Global Governance, 10:3, pp 265-271 [3]

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)  What weapons does the draft SCRAP Treaty cover?

 Week 12
 Name of week  Summary and Conclusions: The Health of the Disarmament Regime

 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)

 In 2009, President Obama affirmed "America's commitment to seek the peace and security of a world without nuclear weapons", reflecting and promoting
cautious optimism about the prospects for global disarmament. 10 years later there are little signs of such optimism; rather, a number of analyses indicate a
weakening in the global non-proliferation and disarmament framework, and among there seems limited appetite to address this. On the other hand, there are
indications of a continued commitment to disarmament, with support for new treaties, increasing membership of existing regimes, and interest amongst
researchers to understand steps necessary for future disarmament.

 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")  What are the prospects for future disarmament?

 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)

Alexey Arbatov (2015), 'An Unnoticed Crisis: The End of History for Nuclear Arms Control', Carnegie Moscow Center, available at
https://carnegie.ru/2015/03/16/unnoticed-crisis-end-of-history-for-nuclear-arms-control-pub-59378, and Alexandra Bell and Andrew Futter (2018), 'Reports of
the Death of Arms Control Have Been Greatly Exaggerated', Commentary, War on the Rocks, available at
https://warontherocks.com/2018/10/reports-of-the-death-of-arms-control-have-been-greatly-exaggerated/

 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)

German Foreign Minister Heiko Maas (2019), 'Restoring Confidence in Arms Control', Arms Control Today, 49:5, p 40; 2. Jean Pascal Zanders (2010), 'A new
farewell to arms: Viewing disarmament in a new security environment', European Union Institute for Security Studies, available at
https://www.iss.europa.eu/sites/default/files/EUISSFiles/PolicyBrief06web_01.pdf; 3. Diana Panke (2017), 'Regional Actors in International Security
Negotiations', European Journal of Security Research, 2, pp 5-21, available at
https://link-springer-com.bris.idm.oclc.org/content/pdf/10.1007%2Fs41125-016-0010-4.pdf;  4. Hans Blix, George Shultz, Henry Kissinger and R James
Woolsey (2010), 'Obama's Nuclear Initiative', New Perspectives Quarterly, 27:3, pp 7-9; 5. Steven Pifer (2019), 'Order from Chaos: 10 Years after Obama's
nuclear-free vision, the US and Russia head in the opposite direction', Brookings Institute, available at
https://www.brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2019/04/04/10-years-after-obamas-nuclear-free-vision-the-us-and-russia-head-in-the-opposite-direction/; Paul
Ingram and Maxwell Downman (2019), 'Report: Stepping Stones to Disarmament - Making Progress in a Polarised International Climate', BASIC Report,
available at https://basicint.org/report-stepping-stones-to-disarmament-making-progress-in-a-polarised-international-climate/

 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)

 How many member states do these treaties have: the nuclear Non-proliferation Treaty; the Treaty on the Prohibition of Nuclear Weapons; The Chemical
Weapons Convention; the Biological Weapons Convention; the Arms Trade Treaty? Find as many as you can.

 Week 13
 Name of week
 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)
 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")
 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)
 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)
 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)

 Week 14
 Name of week



 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)
 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")
 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)
 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)
 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)

 Week 15
 Name of week
 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)
 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")
 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)
 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)
 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)

 Week 16
 Name of week
 Summary of weekly topic (max. 100
words)
 Guiding question (ie "What is the
fundamental reason for having the
UN?")
 Recommended readings (max 2
sources)   
 Desirable readings (max 8 sources.
Recommended and desirable readings
must account for no more than 10
sources per week)
 Pop Quiz (students should be able to
answer in a sentence or two)

 Please confirm that you checked that the resources are available at the SOAS and University of London libraries at the top of this page


